
Modification to add an external controller to the Motorola 

MSR 2000/MICOR Repeater via the Squelch Gate Module 

 

Features:  
The addition of an external repeater controller to a commercial repeater station has many 

advantages. This modification works with the MSR-2000 and MICOR Repeater systems using 

the same Squelch Gate Module connections. 

 

Starting Point, Ground Zero:  
The MSR 2000/MICOR repeater must be in working order prior to the start of this modification.  

Configure the system for normal duplex carrier squelch operation using the factory Squelch 

Gate Module jumpers. Don’t be confused by the many possible repeater/base station card & 

jumper configurations; there are many possible jumper options but only three or four specific 

back plane jumpers are required.  

 

You should have the Service Manuals for your Repeater:  
There are three basic MSR-2000 Manuals.  The first is the Control and Audio Instruction Manual 

(modules and back-plane) 68P81061E40-C.  The other two are for the RF hardware. There is 

separate VHF 68P81061E50-C (green stripe on cover) and UHF 68P81061E55-C (blue stripe on 

cover) Station Manual.  The power supply is covered only in the VHF Station Manual. The 

Control and Audio Manual has a burnt orange color stripe on the cover.  

 

I have seen MSR-2000 Service Manuals for exported/special production units, the most popular 

being the Canadian/ Special Order “As-Built” Models. The major differences in these units are 

the smaller power supply and lower power RF Amplifier. One can probably use a MITREK 

Consolette (Base Station Radio) or Mobile Radio Service Manual to repair the Canadian units.  

 

Modification Concepts, Description and Scope:  
Repeater Audio, CTCSS Detection and Carrier Operated Squelch (COS) functions and logic are 

routed through the Squelch Gate Module. This is a straightforward modification to insert an 

external controller into the required function and logic paths through an interface cable 

connected to selected points on the Squelch Gate Module.  

 

The interface cable can be hard-wired to the Squelch Gate Module or connected through a 

mounted jack & plug assembly such as the DB-9.  A picture of a completed hard-wired module 

is included with this package.  Using the DB-9 method, a “service jumper plug” allows original 

factory card operation while doing upgrades/repairs on the external controller. Similar mods 

found on the net use a back plane mounted switch, which could also be used in this project.  

 

Required Modules / Cards:  

Standard repeater operation can be obtained with minimal number of modules installed into the 

back plane.  The minimum cards recommend are the Station Control, Time Out Timer, R1-

Audio, Tone Private Line “PL” and Squelch Gate Modules. The Tone Private Line “PL” (not 

required for carrier squelch operation) and Timeout Timer Modules are not required, but it is 

highly recommended that you use them.  Don’t rely on the external controller to provide the 

Timeout function.  Set the original TOT Module set for 10 minutes as a failsafe.  



Getting ready:  

This modification interfaces with the Squelch Gate Module. There are numerous jumper 

combinations on the backplane and the modules. You should not remove or modify the jumper 

settings unless you clearly understand their function. Write down the original jumper 

configuration and any changes you make.  Keep this record with the equipment. This 

modification assumes you have a working MSR-2000 or MICOR Repeater.  

 

Repeater Controller Basics: Typical external interface connections include the following terms.  

 

Transmit “PTT” Logic: DC logic sourced from the external controller to the MSR-2000.  

 

Receive “COS/COR” Logic: DC logic sourced from the MSR2000 to the external controller.  

 

CTCSS (PL) Logic: DC logic sourced from the MSR-2000 to the external controller. 

 

Transmit Audio: Normal transmitter audio from the external controller to the MSR-2000. 

 

Receiver Audio: Normal receiver audio from the MSR-2000 to the external controller. 

 

A little secret revealed: The Motorola engineers used the circuit from the MICOR for the MSR-

2000 Squelch Gate Module.  The only significant difference is the edge connector.  You can 

remove the edge connector from a spare MSR Module and place it on a MICOR Squelch Gate 

Module.  MICOR Squelch Gate Modules are often priced much lower than the MSR-2000 

Squelch Gate Modules from the surplus two-way radio dealers and on line auction sites.  

 

Getting down to work:  

Remove the Squelch Gate Module from the card cage. Drill and de-burr to shape a hole in the 

front panel for a common DB-9 or your choice of  strain relief. A mounted jack and matching 

cable provide easy removal of the external controller.  A bypass controller jumper plug can be 

made for controller service and firmware upgrades..  

 

An excellent chose for the interface cable is sold by Motorola for about $1.10/ft under part 

number 3083560A02.  It can be ordered by calling Motorola Parts (800) 422-4210. Do not use 

unshielded wire for the interface cable.   This cable has a very well cross-shielded brown wire 

which servers to bring the receiver audio to the external controller.  Using the Motorola Base 

Station microphone wire color codes (as described in most Motorola Service Manuals) is 

recommended.  .  

 

Squelch Gate Card Wiring:  

The following part numbers and values may not exactly match those in your Control and Audio 

Service Manual, but should easily be good enough for you to accomplish this modification.    

 

CTCSS Decode Logic (DB-9 Pin 2): 

CTCSS decode logic arrives on the Squelch Gate Module Pin 4 or 14 to bias transistor Q9 on 

when the PL Module decodes a valid CTCSS.  Remove diode CR9 and use the now empty Q9-

side hole to solder the white wire.  Jumper JU14 should be placed on the “PL” pin.   Install 



jumper JU4.  The white wire is now active low, approximately +13 volts dc on the collector of 

Q9 and will drop to near zero when proper CTCSS is decoded.  You may remove resistor R36 

(10K) if your external repeater controller input circuit provides a pull-up resistor.  Generally, it 

will not hurt to leave R36 in, even if your controller has an internal pull-up source. Some 

controllers do not have pull-up resistors and you must leave R36 in or add a pull-up resistor.   

 

Audio connections (DB-9 Pin 5 [TX] & Pin 4 [RX]):  

R74 is removed providing connection points to interface RX and TX audio to the external 

controller.  The shielded brown wire serves as the receiver audio source and is soldered into the 

empty R74 hole on the Q22 side. The yellow wire is soldered into the empty R74 hold on the 

C17 side. The front panel Repeater Level Adjustment (R66) pot is preset to near full (CW) 

rotation. Turn R66 full clockwise; then reverse the pot adjustment backwards just a small bit to 

get off the end of the adjustment limit. Use a small amount of Caig Labs ProGold G5 

Conditioning Treatment to treat both the audio level and squelch key pots.  

 

Receiver COS and PTT Logic connections (DB-9 Pin 7 [COS] & Pin 3 [PTT]): 

Squelch Gate Module Jumper JU12 is removed and the interface cable orange wire soldered to 

the Q17 side of the former JU12 jumper to provide COS logic.  Install 10K Ohm pull-up resistor 

between the orange wire and JU14 CS pin. 

 

The green wire is soldered to the edge connector Pin18 side of the former JU12 jumper.  

Attention must be paid to setting the proper external controller COS and PTT active state logic. 

A 'PTT Normal'/'Disable'/'Lock' switch (center off) may be wired here to manually control the 

repeater PTT function.    
 

CTCSS Encode Control (DB-9 Pin 1): 

Remove the JU8 jumper on the Squelch Gate module.  Remove the JU3 jumper on the 

Backplane.  Connect the yellow CTCSS Encode Control wire to the Pin 15 side of JU8.  On the 

backplane, jumper Pin 15 of the Squelch Gate to Pin 14 of the PL Module.  (Alternately, jumper 

Screw Terminal 14 on the backplane to the PL Module Pin 14 side of jumper JU3.)  Set the 

external control CTCSS Encode Control for an active high.  

 

Ground (DB-9 Pin 6): 

The external wire braid (unwound from the brown wire) is extended and soldered to the module 

ground foil. On the parts side of the module, solder the ground wire to ground-side lead of R6.  

 

Limited Controller power:  

Power for the controller is available from the module providing you limit the current draw to a 

safe value. Use an in-line fuse of the appropriate rating to protect the card.  The source-side of 

the fuse holder is soldered on top of jumper JU9.  If JU9 is removed, solder the wire to available 

JU9 hole NOT LEADING edge Pin 20.  This connection will provide approximately +13 VDC 

at 0.5 A.  Ensure that your controller's current requirements do not exceed this value.    

 

Some Jumper Information:  

Set JU13 for the desired repeater hang-time.  Generally, set the jumper for zero and let the 

controller handle this function.  Jumper JU15 is placed on the Carrier Squelch pin.    



Jumper JU14 is placed on the PL pin. 

The front panel Repeater Level Adjustment (R66) pot is preset to near full on (CW) rotation. The 

initial preset value of R2 Repeater Squelch Key Adjustment is at mid position.  

 

This completes the external controller interface connections.  Recheck your work and replace the 

module into the repeater.  Make the appropriate connections to your external controller.  Be sure 

to set the external controller logic levels (COS/PTT/PL Decode/PL Encode) to the proper 

settings. As described, this modification makes COS, PTT, and CTCSS Decode logic-low.  

CTCSS Encode should be set to logic-high.  Proceed to the Level Adjustments section if 

your repeater appears to operate normally. 

 

Basic Level Adjustments:  

Receiver to External Controller audio:  Disable the transmitter (remove the transmit channel 

element or set the newly-added PTT Disable switch to "Off") and inject a 10 uV signal on the 

receiver’s frequency with 1000 Hz modulation @ 3 Khz deviation in the receiver antenna port.   

For the ARCOM RC-210 controller, use an oscilloscope to set the voltage at the appropriate test 

point to 0.75 volts peak-to-peak.   NOTE: On some versions of the RC-210, the labeling for TP2 

and TP3 is swapped. 

 

PORT TRIMPOT TESTPOINT 

1 Port 1 Disc TP1 

2 Port 2 Disc TP2 

3 Port 3 Disc TP3 

 

Replace the transmit channel element if removed.  

 

Set the Motorola Channel Element IDC. 
Set the Channel Element IDC control three-quarters of the way fully clockwise.  Set the external 

controller TX Level control fully clockwise.  Remove the transmit PL Reed from the PL module.  

Set the service monitor to display the detected transmit audio waveform.   

 

Inject a 1 KHz audio tone directly into the transmitter audio input.  Increase the signal level 

while monitoring the detected audio waveform on the service monitor.  When the waveform 

displays more than a little bit of distortion, set the Channel Element IDC for 6 – 7 KHz of 

deviation.  Reduce the signal level until the waveform is just undistorted and reset the IDC 

control for 5.5 KHz to 6.0 KHz of deviation with no transmit CTCSS.   

 

Inject a 10 mV signal on the receiver’s frequency with 1000 Hz modulation @ 3 Khz deviation 

in the receiver antenna port.  Adjust the external controller TX Level control for 3 KHz deviation 

as displayed on the service monitor.  Check the deviation at 2 KHZ, 4 KHz, and 5 KHz input to 

ensure the transmit deviation closely tracks the input.  If necessary, repeat the IDC adjustment 

procedure until you are satisfied with the transmit deviation tracking.  If desired, you may set the 

TX level for approximately 200 Hz of 'boost' in the deviation level to help compensate for 

baseband noise.     

 



Force the controller to transmit test/CW tones or voice audio and set those values as desired. Set 

the tones for 1 KHz to 3.5 KHz deviation, depending on frequency. Set controller synthesized 

voice audio to be loud and display on your service monitor scope with maximum voice peaks 

near the full system deviation.    

  

If you are using CTCSS Encode, replace the transmit PL reed and check the transmit CTCSS 

deviation without the 1 KHz audio injection.  The level should be under no higher than 700 to 

800 KHz deviation.  Lower values down to 400 KHz deviation are fine. Note the total system 

deviation is now the additions of the normal transmit audio with the CTCSS deviation.  There 

is no variable adjustment for the CTCSS level.  If your CTCSS deviation level is objectionably 

high, PL Tone Generator circuit fixed resistors might be changed to reduce the level.  The ideal 

value is 500 Hz deviation.   

 

R1 Audio Module Adjustment: 

The squelch adjustment on the R1-Audio module controls when the R1 Audio and Squelch Gate 

audio mutes and is separate from the Repeater Squelch Key adjustment. The typical settings set 

the R1-Audio adjustment to open the Squelch Gate Module receiver audio gate circuit at a 

received signal level slightly higher than the Repeater Squelch Key Adjustment. This removes 

squelch closing crash noise, even during carrier squelch operation.  

 

The following procedure is from the MSR-2000 Audio and Control Manual, R1 Audio and 

Squelch Module section, Note #5.  This is a critical alignment and must be completed 

before your final squelch key and R1 Audio Squelch control adjustments (below). 

 

 - Inject a 10 mV signal on the receiver’s frequency with 1000 Hz modulation @ 3 Khz 

 deviation in the receiver antenna port.   

 

 - Install JU102.  Set R4 (Gain Adjust) for 380 mV RMS (1.075 V P-P) at Pin 8 (R1 Disc 

 Input).  Remove JU102. 

 

 - Set R7 (Level Adjust) for 150 mV RMS (0.424 V P-P) at Pin 17 (R1 Audio Input) 

 

 - Set R25 (Volume Control) fully clockwise.  Adjust R18 (1-Watt Limit Adjust) for 2.83 

 V RMS (8 V P-P) at Pin 22.   

 

Set Repeater Squelch Key Adjustment: 

Inject a signal on the receiver’s frequency into the receiver antenna port.  Adjust the signal level 

to achieve 10-25 dB (20 dB nominal) quieting and adjust the Squelch Key Adjustment for 

threshold.  Alternately, set the Squelch Key Adjustment to enable (key) the transmitter with a 

.5uV signal into the receiver antenna port.  Then set the R1-Audio Module Squelch adjustment to 

open the audio gate at .7uV receiver input.  

 

Normalize your repeater and mount the controller.  If the repeater is out of its normal operating 

range, consider reducing PA output to 60% of full rating.  In-range equipment may operate at 

manufactures rated values.  

 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 



Repeater to External Controller Interface Cable 
 

DB-9M (Squelch Gate End) 

DB-25 (Cabinet Interface End) 

DB-9M 

(Controller 

End) 

Pin Color Function Pin 

1 Blue CTCSS Encode 1 

2 Brown CTCSS Decode 2 

3 Green PTT 3 

4 Red TX Audio 4 

5 White RX Audio 5 

6 Black Ground* 6 

7 Orange COS 7 

 

* Audio Shields tied to Ground at controller end only. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Squelch Gate Card 
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